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ABSTRACT: Transported chemical reactions in unsaturated porous
media are relevant to environmental and industrial applications.
Continuum scale models are based on equivalent parameters derived
from analogy with saturated conditions and cannot appropriately account
for incomplete mixing. It is also unclear how the third dimension controls
mixing and reactions. We obtain three-dimensional (3D) images by
magnetic resonance imaging using an immiscible nonwetting liquid as a
second phase and a fast irreversible bimolecular reaction. We study the
impact of phase saturation on the dynamics of mixing and the reaction
front. We quantify the temporally resolved effective reaction rate and
describe it using the lamellar theory of mixing, which explains faster than
Fickian (t0.5) rate of product formation by accounting for the deformation
of the mixing interface between the two reacting fluids. For a given Pećlet,
although stretching and folding of the reactive front enhance as saturation decreases, enhancing the product formation, the product
formation is larger as saturation increases. After breakthrough, the extinction of the reaction takes longer as saturation decreases
because of the larger nonmixed volume behind the front. These results are the basis for a general model to better predict reactive
transport in unsaturated porous media not achievable by the current continuum paradigm.
KEYWORDS: pore-scale reaction, incomplete mixing, magnetic resonance imaging, reactive lamella model, reaction extinction

1. INTRODUCTION

The chemical and biological evolution of many natural,
engineering, and industrial systems is governed by reactive
mixing interfaces.1−4 Chemical reactions in the fluid are driven
by mixing, which is a process that brings together segregated
substances. Mixing is primarily driven by stretching, due to the
existence of fluid velocity gradients, and diffusion.5−7 Porous
media are topologically complex environments with highly
heterogeneous fluid flow dynamics. Under unsaturated
conditions, i.e., in the presence within the pore space of
another phase such as an immiscible liquid or gas, this is
exacerbated by a much more complex spatial configuration of
the phases. This affects the internal connectivity of the system,8

further increasing the fluid flow heterogeneity with the
formation of preferential paths (high-velocity zones) and
stagnation zones (low-velocity zones). Understanding mixing
and reactions in unsaturated flows in porous media is
fundamental to predicting the dynamics of contaminants and
evaluating the role of the soils in controlling global carbon, i.e.,
soil respiration,9−11 nitrogen,12−14 and trace element15 cycles.
It is also key as it plays a major role in applications such as
catalytic reactors,16 contaminant (bio)remediation,17 enhanced
oil recovery,18 and nuclear waste disposal.19

The classic modeling approaches, also called Fickian or
dispersive-diffusive, for reactive transport in unsaturated

conditions are often based on equivalent parameters (e.g.,
dispersion) derived from analogy with saturated conditions,
with systematic ad hoc incorporation of saturation dependency
(fraction of the pore volume occupied by one of the immiscible
phases).20 Fundamentally, these models cannot predict
accurately the kinetics of transported reactions resulting from
mixing, which intrinsically occur at the pore scale.17,21

Stretching and folding of reactive fronts by the high flow
heterogeneity enhance mixing and thus reaction compared to
diffusive mixing only.22−24 Recently developed lamellar mixing
models that couple stretching and diffusion to capture the
pore-scale concentration fluctuations are a promising avenue to
predict reactive processes in these highly complex sys-
tems.25−27

Mixing and reactive transport at the pore scale have been
studied experimentally using two-dimensional (2D) milli- and
microfluidic approaches in saturated and unsaturated con-
ditions.28−31 Various numerical studies have further added
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insights into both conditions.32−34 However, the impact of
incomplete mixing processes and non-Fickian dispersion on
reaction kinetics is still not completely understood, especially
in the third dimension (3D),35 where the third dimension adds
spatial heterogeneities to the system and greater tortuosities.36

While some recent studies, both numerical and experimental,
have addressed the complexity added by the third dimension
on mixing and reactive processes,22,37 and on mass transport
between the stagnation zones and preferential paths,38 our
current understanding of flow dynamics and associated reactive
processes in unsaturated porous media is very limited, owing to
both the complexities associated with the presence of multiple
phases and the difficulty in experimentally (in particular,
optically) accessing these systems.
The development, over the past few decades, of noninvasive

and nondestructive 3D imaging techniques at the pore scale
opens a wide spectrum of possibilities to address the
complexity of natural media, in which accessibility is
limited.22,39−41 To date, the use of techniques such as laser
tomography, confocal microscopy, X-ray absorption computed
tomography, or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been
limited to imaging the distribution of phases and multiphase
flow,42 fluid flow in saturated and unsaturated media,41,43

conservative transport in saturated conditions,22,44,45 and
propagation of reactive waves.39,46 For a detailed review of
these noninvasive imaging methods, the reader is referred to
Werth et al.47 Some recent works have also demonstrated the
capabilities of studying solute transport in unsaturated porous
media at high temporal and spatial resolutions.48 In this work,
we employ MRI to visualize the 3D distribution of phases and
reactants in unsaturated porous media.
The main goals of the present work are to measure pore-

scale dynamics of local concentration to identify the
mechanisms that control kinetics of transported reactions in
unsaturated porous media and to systematically characterize
the impact of phase saturation on the effective reaction rate of
the system, i.e., on the product formation. For this purpose, we
use an analogous porous medium consisting of glass beads and
a catalyst/indicator reaction (mixing-limited bimolecular
irreversible reaction). Two different glass bead sizes are used
for the analysis, and several phase saturations and flow rates are
explored. This experimental approach provides a completely
new perspective for reactive transport in unsaturated porous
media, and the experimental results are used to develop a
theoretical framework in 3D based on the lamella mixing and
reaction models by providing scaling laws for the effective
reaction rate as a first step in the linking of the pore-scale
phenomena to the Darcy (continuum) scale.

2. REACTIVE LAMELLA THEORY
2.1. Transport and Mixing. The transport at the pore

scale of two initially segregated reactants is governed by
advection, diffusion, and reaction. In the absence of inertial
effects, the advection−reaction−diffusion equation can be used
as the governing equation

∂
∂

+ ∇· − ∇ =v
c
t

c D c r( )i
i

2
i i (1)

where ci is the concentration of the respective reactants, D is
the molecular diffusion coefficient, v is the velocity field
(calculated from the solution of the flow problem), and ri is the
local reaction rate. The heterogeneous velocity field, with
complex streamline topologies, leads to the deformation of the

interface between the displacing and the resident fluid. We
refer to this as the mixing front. The deformation of the mixing
front can enhance mixing and reaction rates by increasing the
area available for diffusive mass transport.24,29,30

The lamella theory of mixing and reaction is a Lagrangian
framework that considers the mixing front as a collection of
numerous discretized elements that are referred to as lamellae.
In 2D, the interface between two mixing fluids is a line that
deforms, but in 3D, it is a planar structure (which is also
referred to as a sheet).49 This theory takes into account the
deformation of the mixing interface via advection, which is
quantified by the stretching rate γ and connects that to the
mixing and reaction rates.24−26 We consider an initially
nondeformed interface involving a mixing-driven irreversible
reaction A + B → P in a porous medium. At the pore scale, the
deformation of the mixing interface of area ε, with initial area
ε0, is quantified by the elongation ρ = ε/ε0

50 and its transport
as5,51,52
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where γ is defined as γ = (1/ρ)(dρ/dt) and n is the coordinate
perpendicular to the lamella. Since the concentration gradients
along lamella are small,24 we assume that diffusive mass
transfer is dominant only perpendicular to the lamella, i.e.,
along n.
The transport and reaction regimes are characterized by the

dimensionless numbers Pećlet (Pe) and Damköhler (Da),
respectively. The Pećlet number, Pe = τd/τa = v̅ξ/2D,
represents the ratio between the characteristic time of diffusion
and the characteristic time of advection over a typical pore size
ξ, v̅ is the mean pore water velocity. The Damköhler number,
Da = τa/τr = ξc0 k/v̅, represents the ratio of transport to
reaction timescales. The characteristic reaction time, under
well-mixed conditions, is calculated as τr = 1/c0k, where k is the
rate constant of our chosen reaction and c0 is the initial
concentration. When the reaction time scale is much smaller
than the advection time scale, i.e., Da ≫ 1, the reaction is
driven by mixing.

2.2. Effective Reaction Rate: Mass of Product. For a
fast irreversible reaction, in which the mass of A that diffuses
from the interface into B reacts to produce P, the global
kinetics, i.e., effective reaction rate R, of mass of product MP
over the interface Π can be written as28,51

∫ ε
ε γ

= = |∇ | ≈
+
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R
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t

D c
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( )
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where s is the width or transverse thickness of the interface
(see Figure 1). It is assumed that |∇ | ∼c c s/0 . In natural
systems, and in unsaturated soils in particular (with pore sizes
[1−10−4] mm and pore flow velocities [10−2−10−6] mm/s),53

a shear flow regime is expected, in which the mixing front
deforms by the gradient of velocity in the direction transverse
to the main flow.26 As detailed for 2D flows,52,54 shear flows in
3D can also lead to a linear increase of elongation (ρ = ∇vt)
and a linear increase of the mixing interface area as ε = Swε0 (1
+ γt),49 where Sw is the wetting saturation defined as the ratio
of the volume occupied by the wetting phase (i.e., phase in
which reaction is taking place) to that of the porous space. We
estimate γ as v̅/λ = v̅/(a/Sw), where λ is the velocity
correlation length55 and a is the pore throat (approximately
one-fourth of the diameter of the beads56). λ increases as Sw
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reduces as has been observed recently.57,58 The elongation of
the mixing front not only increases the area available for
diffusive mass transport but also enhances the concentration
gradients by compression normal to the surface. The
competition between compression and molecular diffusion
controls s as follows

β γ
β γ

= − + +
+

s t s
t

t
( )

3 2 2(1 )
3 (1 )0

3

2
(4)

where β = s0
2γ/D and s0 is the initial interface thickness. When

compression balances with diffusion, concentration gradients
decrease and s grows diffusively as s ∼ t1/2. The time at which
concentration gradients are maximum corresponds to the so-
called mixing time tmix = ∇v−1 (s0

2∇v/D)1/3.26,52,55 Note that

the characteristic shear time, defined as τs = ∇v−1, and the
characteristic reaction time τr have been used to define the
transition between different temporal scaling laws for R.
Analytical expressions for these scaling laws have been derived
for both weak (Pe′ < Da′) and strong (Pe′ > Da′) stretchings,
with Pe′ = τD/τs and Da′ = τD/τr, where τD = s0

2/D.51 The
different temporal scaling laws for the reaction rate R control
the mass of product MP. The mass is computed as MP(t) = ∫ V
cPdx at instant t, where V is the total pore volume of the phase
in which transport and reaction are happening.

2.3. Incomplete Mixing behind the Front. The
incomplete mixing behind the reactive front makes the
reaction persists locally in space and longer in time. The
existence of concentration gradients mainly transverse to the
main flow direction is responsible for the resilience in the
system.59 The decay of the concentration gradients and
therefore of the reaction is mainly driven by the diffusion
into the low-velocity regions or stagnation zones.29,30 For a
given position, i.e., a plane transverse to the main flow
direction, after breakthrough of the reactive front, the reaction
rate R decreases and can be scaled by a power law with an
exponent, α.60,61 This scaling is expected to be controlled not
only by saturation Sw but also by Pe and Da.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1. Porous Medium: Experimental Design. In this

work, we consider a monodispersed 3D porous medium
consisting of spherical grains (glass beads) contained in a
cylindrical column of an internal diameter of 16 mm. Two
different glass bead diameters (1 and 4 mm) are used, allowing
to explore a wide range of experimental conditions. The
column consists of a conical section at the bottom, a diffusing
section, and a cylindrical section at the top, which represents
our porous medium. Through the conical section, the injected
liquid transitions from the diameter of the connecting pipe to
the diameter of the cylindrical section. The height of the cone
was designed with the help of computational fluid dynamics to
minimize the boundary effects for the expected experimental
flow rates (see Supporting Information, Figure S1). The
diffusing section, composed of a fritted glass filter of 2 mm
thickness and 500 μm pore size, is used to hold the beads and
homogenize the flow of the invading reactant liquid (hence-
forth called A). It also acts as the limit between the invading
and resident (henceforth called B) reactants during the
experiment setup. The column is connected to a syringe
pump (Harvard Apparatus PHD Ultra) to control the injection
flow rate (Q) of injected reactant A. We control the syringe
pump remotely using FlowControl software62 (Figure 2).
As an immiscible nonwetting phase, a fluorinated hydro-

carbon, tetrafluorohexane (C6F14, henceforth called O) is used
for the unsaturated experiments. Tetrafluorohexane is a stable
organic compound that does not react with any of the
chemicals used (see Section 3.2) and is not miscible with
water.

3.2. MRI: From Signal Intensity to Concentration. We
chose a manganese reduction reaction to study the transport of
the reaction front. A resident solution of Mn3+ ions (B) in the
pore space is displaced by an invading solution containing
Mn2+ (A) and reactant CHD. The reduction reaction consists
of two steps (see eq 5a) and conversion from Mn3+ to Mn2+.63

The reacting solution used is H2SO4 (Sigma-Aldrich), 1,4-
cyclohexanedione (CHD, Sigma-Aldrich), and manganese(III)
acetate (Sigma-Aldrich)

Figure 1. Experimental reconstruction of a 3D reactive lamella inside
a fully saturated (Sw = 1) packed bed of 8 mm glass beads (only three
beads in gray are shown for visualization simplicity). Concentration of
the reactants within the mixing volume is shown in warm colors, in
which the lightest color indicates equal concentrations of the invading
(A) and resident (B) reactants. A is pumped into the porous medium
at a constant flow rate (Q = 0.252 mm3/s) from bottom to top. Shear
is indicated with velocity vectors of different magnitudes. The width
or transverse thickness of the lamella is labeled as s(t). Note that the
lamella shown is cut by an x−z (vertical) plane passing through the
middle of the domain; beads are not cut by the plane (see the
Supporting Information, Movie S1).
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+ → + ++ + +2Mn CHD 2Mn H Q 2H3 2
2 (5a)

+ → + ++ + +2Mn H Q 2Mn Q 2H3
2

2
(5b)

where H2Q is an intermediate organic molecule, 1,4-hydro-
quinone, and Q is quinone. A solution of 0.5 × 10−3 M
manganese(III) acetate initially filled the packed bed and a
solution of 0.1 M CHD and 0.5 × 10−3 M manganese(II)
acetate was injected into the packed bed. This ensures a

constant total concentration of Mn ions (Mn2+ and Mn3+), and
that changes in signal intensity come from changes in the
oxidative state of Mn3+, rather than a depletion of manganese
ions. All solutions were prepared in distilled, deionized water.
These experiments were performed in high sulfuric acid
conditions, which stabilizes Mn3+ ions in aqueous solu-
tions.64,65 We prepared fresh solutions before each experiment.
The time scale of the reaction, which is visible optically, is
calculated by a batch experiment. Using a CMOS camera, we
first measure the time scale of dilution (without one of the
reactants) and second the time scale of dilution+reaction. The
difference between both times provides the reaction time scale,
which is found to be τr ∼ 1 s (see Supporting Information,
Figure S2).
MRI is the best technique to probe the concentration maps

of manganese ions because there is poor optical contrast
between the two oxidative states, particularly in a packed
bed.66−68 However, the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
signal intensity (I) depends on the concentration of manganese
ions and their oxidative state (Mn2+ or Mn3+).66 There are
more unpaired electrons in Mn2+ ions than Mn3+, and as a
result, the relaxation time for molecules surrounding Mn2+ is
shorter. This produces the necessary contrast with which to
visualize reactive fronts inside the porous medium using MRI.
Therefore, initially, the nonwetting phase (O) and beads
appear dark and resident Mn3+ (B) appears as the lighter
phase. As the reaction occurs, the oxidative state of manganese
ions changes, which in turn changes the visible intensity. Note
that immiscible phase O does not contain protons and hence is
visualized afterward.69 The relaxation times (transverse or
spin−spin relaxation times, T2,m) for water can be converted
into concentrations given that the total concentration of
manganese ions remains constant ([Mn]0 = [Mn2+] +
[Mn3+]).66

=
T

k
1

x
2 (6)

= + +
+ +T T T T

1 1 1 1

2 2,Mn 2,Mn 2,beads2 3 (7)

There is a simple linear relationship between the overall
relaxation rate (1/T2) of a paramagnetic species (m) and its
concentration63 (eq 6); however, it is also affected by the
diamagnetic relaxation of the solvent and proximity to the glass
beads (see the Supporting Information for details). The
intensity observed is a combination of the total concentration

Figure 2. Scheme of the experimental setup. Glass beads are held
within a glass cylinder by a fritted glass filter located at the bottom of
the column. A syringe pump is used to inject reactant A at a constant
flow rate into the column containing glass beads and reactant B. Flow
sense is upward. The immiscible phase (O) for unsaturated
experiments is allocated within the porous medium, accessing it
from the upper part of the column. The porous medium column is
placed inside the MRI magnet used for imaging the reaction. The
visible field of view is 32 mm × 16 mm (vertical × horizontal).

Figure 3. (a) Natural logarithm of the signal intensity (I) is proportional to the relaxation rate (1/T2) (data from ref 66). (b) Natural logarithm of I
against the concentration of Mn2+ in the experiments.
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of manganese ions [Mn] and the glass beads (eq 7).
Calibration experiments were performed to quantify the
contribution of glass beads by only measuring the relaxation
time (and hence the intensity) for each of the individual
species (m). The natural logarithm of intensity (I) is directly
proportional to the relaxation rate (1/T2)

63 (Figure 3a). This
is correlated to the concentration of species, as shown in
Figure 3b. For our calibration, the data follows a linear fit with
a regression coefficient of R2 = 0.97.
3.3. Experimental Protocol. The monodispersed 3D

porous media were used to run saturated and unsaturated
experiments at different flow rates Q. For the unsaturated
experiments, the immiscible phase (O) to “desaturate” the
system is injected from the upper side of the column, which
was open (Figure 2). A syringe to control the volume and a
needle were used to allocate O randomly (and homogeneously
in the statistical sense) within the porous medium. Once the
beads and resident chemicals (either B or B and O for
saturated and unsaturated experiments, respectively) were
placed inside the column, the latter was then carefully installed
inside the magnet before the injection of A (Figure 2).
Subsequently, the continuous injection of A was started. While
for the saturated experiments, and in both porous media, two
different flow rates (Q) were used; the flow rate in the
unsaturated ones was modified to get similar Pe and Da to
those in the saturated experiments for comparison. This
modified flow rate is backcalculated using the same Pe as that
of the fully saturated case. To ensure that there is no flow
behavior missed between two consecutive scans, the upper
limit of the imposed flow rate is determined by the acquisition
time (16 s for a full 3D scan), i.e., the acquisition time must be
longer than the advective time (τa). Owing to the capillary
forces and low flow rates used, the immiscible phase was
immobile during the course of the experiments, i.e., the
magnitude of the viscous forces was smaller than the
magnitude of capillary forces.70 The capillary number Ca is
estimated as μw Qξ2/(σκε), where μw is the viscosity of the
wetting phase (water), Q is the flow rate, σ is the surface
tension between the two phases, and κ is the permeability. Ca
≈ 10−5 confirms that the O remains immobile. The saturation
degrees (Sw), the flow rates imposed, the resulting mean pore
water velocities (v̅), and the Pećlet (Pe) and Damköhler (Da)
numbers experimented are summarized in Table 1.
1H and 19F magnetic resonance 3D images were acquired

using a Bruker Avance III HD spectrometer that comprised a 7
T wide-bore superconducting magnet operating at a proton
resonance frequency of 300.13 MHz. All images were acquired
using a micro 2.5 imaging probe equipped with a dual
resonance 1H/19F 25 mm radio frequency (RF) birdcage coil.
The temperature of the imaging probe was maintained at 293
± 0.3 K by the temperature of water-cooled gradient coils.
Vertical (sagittal) 3D images of the system were acquired using

the fast spin-echo imaging sequence RARE.71 1H 3D images
were recorded using a 128 × 64 × 16 pixel matrix, with a field
of view of 40 × 20 × 20 pixels. A RARE factor of 32, an echo
time of 3.2 ms, and a repetition time of 500 ms were used. For
each experiment, a series of images (from 20 to 100) were
collected depending on the injection time. 3D 19F MR images
were acquired to visualize the nonwetting phase O at t = 0
(before the injection of A) and at the end of the injection.69

These 3D images were acquired using the same parameters as
the 3D 1H MRI images, except for the repetition time, which
was 1 s. Scans, at each time step, consisted of 16 slices (in the x
direction), of 1 mm thickness, with a resolution of 0.25 mm (in
the y and z directions). The size of each voxel is 0.25 mm×
0.25 mm× 1 mm, and thus, the voxel volume equal to 0.0625
mm3. Signal intensity was stored in 16-bit grayscale images. All
images were processed and then converted to images of
concentration, averaging over the voxel size, using the
calibration described above (Figure 3). Artifacts were
corrected (see Supporting Information, Figure S3), and
segmentation was used to differentiate the glass beads from
the liquid phase. The segmented liquid volume is compared to
the actual volume hosted in the porous medium. This action
was also performed for the volume of the immiscible phase.
The acquisition was carried out until no further reaction was
detected in the visible domain. We compute for every time step
the mass of Mn2+ injected and the excess mass visible in the
pore volume as a consequence of reaction. The difference
between these two provides the mass of Mn3+ that has reacted
to produce Mn2+ in each voxel at every time step (see the
Supporting Information, Figure S4). We then calculate the
total mass of the product formed MP as the sum in all voxels in
the visible domain. The rate of change of MP provides the
effective reaction rate R.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1. Flow and Saturation Control on the Dynamics of
Reaction. Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of the
immiscible nonwetting phase O in the pore space of a porous
medium built from 4 mm glass beads. Clusters of this phase
connecting several pores and isolated drops can be recognized.
The saturation of the wetting phase in this case is Sw = 0.78. O
was immobile during the reactive transport experiment (for
longitudinal Sw profiles, see Supporting Information Figure
S5). For the same experiment, snapshots at six equispaced
times of the concentration of the reactants within the mixing
volume are shown in Figure 5, for an injection flow rate Q =
7.697 mm3/s. Experimental conditions of the reactive experi-
ments in both porous media (i.e., different glass beads
diameter) are summarized in Table 1. As the invading
chemical A enters the domain, it penetrates the channels
created by the grains and O (see Figure 5). Initially, the

Table 1. Experimental Conditions of the Reactive Experiments in the Packed Beds of 1 and 4 mm Glass Beads (with Porosity
ϕ = 0.3844 for 1 mm Glass Beads and ϕ = 0.4375 for 4 mm Glass Beads) for Different Saturation Degrees Sw

a

1 mm grains 4 mm grains

Sw Q (mm3/s) v̅ (mm/s) Pe Da Sw Q (mm3/s) v̅ (mm/s) Pe Da

1.00 3.865 0.050 25 20 1.00 10.996 0.125 250 32
1.00 1.933 0.025 12.5 40 1.00 17.593 0.200 400 20
0.77 3.286 0.054 25 18 0.88 9.346 0.119 250 33
0.43 1.933 0.058 25 17 0.78 7.697 0.112 250 35

aQ is the imposed flow rate, v̅ is the mean pore water velocity, Pe is the Pećlet number, and Da is the Damköhler number.
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interface Π is highly stretched and due to heterogeneity of the
pore space a collection of lamellar topological structures (or
fingers) develops (Figure 5a−c). As the reaction propagates
through the pore space, these fingers merge by diffusion and a
more homogeneous reaction front propagates through the
medium (Figure 5d). After breakthrough, incomplete mixing
makes the reaction persist behind the front (Figure 5e,f) (see
the Supporting Information, Movie S2).
As the chemicals react, we measure in time the effective

reaction rate R and the mass of reaction product MP for each
experiment (symbols in Figure 6). For all our experiments, R
initially increases. After breakthrough, R rapidly decreases and
eventually the reaction dies out. For a given saturation, in this
case, Sw = 1, a faster increase with time of R as flow rate
increases, i.e., as Pe increases, is observed, irrespective of the
grain size. For a given Pe, a lower magnitude of R as Sw
decreases is observed (Figure 6a,b). The temporal evolution
and magnitude of MP follow the patterns dictated by R,
although some features are better recognized as follows. In
Figure 6c,d, it is seen that MP for fully saturated cases depends
on the Pe. A higher Pe leads to higher mass production. MP for
unsaturated cases reduces as Sw decreases. However, for 1 mm
sized grains (Figure 6c), as Sw reduces to 0.77, the mass
produced at the very early times is larger than in fully saturated
conditions. This trend reverses when Sw reduces to 0.43, i.e.,
the rate of increase of MP reduces as compared to Sw = 0.77.
For low Pe (i.e., 1 mm sized grains), the rate of production of
MP decreases before the breakthrough (denoted by vertical
lines in Figure 6c). On the contrary, for a higher Pe (i.e., 4 mm

Figure 4. Distribution of resident reactant B (semitransparent white
color) and immiscible nonwetting phase O (semitransparent blue
color) within the monodispersed porous medium of 4 mm glass beads
(nonvisible). The saturation of the wetting phase is Sw = 0.78.
Controlled O volume was placed carefully and randomly using a
needle in different parts of the column while taking care not to place a
large volume in one particular location.

Figure 5. Time series of the transported reaction as A is pumped at a constant flow rate (Q = 7.697 mm3/s) into an unsaturated packed bed of 4
mm glass beads. Concentration of the reactants within the mixing volume is shown in warm colors, in which the lightest color indicates equal
concentrations of A and B (i.e., equal concentration of Mn2+ and Mn3+, mM). Nonwetting phase O is shown in semitransparent blue color and does
not move during the experiment. The saturation of the wetting phase is Sw = 0.78. Pe and Da numbers for this experiment are 250 and 35,
respectively. The arrow denotes the mean flow direction. Images were acquired every 16 s (see the Supporting Information, Movie S2).
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sized grains), MP production does not decrease before
breakthrough (Figure 6d). After breakthrough, for both 1
and 4 mm sized grains, the rate of MP production decreases
slowly as saturation decreases (Figure 6c,d). Note that despite
the differences between the measured porosities (0.3844 and
0.4375, for 1 and 4 mm sized grains, respectively), the
maximum mass produced for Sw = 1 in 1 mm sized grains and
Pe = 25 is MP = 43.4 mg, whereas for the 4 mm sized grains
and Pe = 250, it is MP = 44.9 mg. Thus, the Pe and pore size
play a key role in determining R and thus MP.
4.2. Mixing Control on Reaction: Reactive Lamella

Model Prediction. We now compare the results obtained
from the experiments with the theoretical model presented in
Section 2. We use the lamella model to describe the mixing
interface as a collection of stretched lamellae and to predict the
global reaction rate R as a function of Sw. The model
parameters (s0, ε0, γ) used in eq 3 are given in Table 2. ε0 is

based on the geometry of the system and calculated as the area
of the circle at the bottom of the column minus the area of the
beads and O. γ is calculated as v̅/(a/Sw). s0 cannot be
measured by our apparatus and is therefore the only
(manually) calibrated parameter. We assume that an initial
width of 5 mm (and 3 mm for partially unsaturated cases of 1
mm beads) approximates well the initial width of the interface
(note that the initial width roughly corresponds to the
thickness of the fritted glass filter that initially separates both
reactants, 2 mm). The solid lines in Figure 6a,b show the
results of the model (only until breakthrough) and how they
compare with the experimental observations (symbols).
At early times and for all Sw and Pe values, R grows in time

faster than Fickian, i.e., R ∼ t1.5. In the temporal evolution of R
for 1 mm sized grains, a change in the scaling from t1.5 to t0.5

for all Sw values before breakthrough is observed (Figure 6a).
This change happens at time tmix when diffusion overcomes

Figure 6. (a, b) Comparison of temporal evolution of the global reaction rate R for 1 and 4 mm sized grains, respectively, and different Sw values
between the MRI experiment results (symbols) and the reactive lamella model (solid lines for the same Pe and dashed lines for a different Pe). Note
that the same Pe is used for comparing different Sw values except where specified. The stretching (t1.5) and the Fickian (t0.5) regime are indicated
with solid black lines. The mixing time (tmix) between both regimes is also shown. The model prediction is shown until only breakthrough (i.e., the
reaction front reaches the end of the observable domain). The dotted line in (a) depicts the speed α of reaction extinction after breakthrough. (c,
d) Temporal evolution of MP obtained from MRI experiments (symbols) for 1 and 4 mm sized beads, respectively, and different Sw values. Vertical
lines denote when breakthrough happens.

Table 2. Parameters Used in Model Predictiona

1 mm grains 4 mm grains

Sw Pe ε0 (m
2) s0 (m) γ (s−1) tmix

exp (s) tmix
model (s) Sw Pe ε0 (m

2) s0 (m) γ (s−1)

1.00 12 0.0085 0.005 0.0626 208 ± 16 185 1.00 400 0.0616 0.005 0.1251
1.00 25 0.0085 0.005 0.1251 128 ± 16 116 1.00 250 0.0616 0.005 0.0782
0.77 25 0.0048 0.003 0.1059 110 ± 16 92 0.88 250 0.0547 0.005 0.0556
0.43 25 0.0037 0.003 0.0624 132 0.78 250 0.0481 0.005 0.0461

as0 and ε0 are the initial interface thickness and area, respectively. γ is the shear deformation rate. tmix
model is the mixing time computed from the

lamella-based model and compared with the one inferred from the experiments. tmix
exp is experimentally observed only for 1 mm sized grains since it is

not reached in the 4 mm sized grains experiments. Uncertainty is added for tmix
exp as the acquisition time (16 s).
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compression and concentration gradients are no longer
enhanced. At later times, folding of the plume over itself
promotes lamellae interaction due to diffusion and they
coalesce into bundles.25 For 4 mm sized grains, the front
breaks through before tmix and the coalescence regime, thus no
change in the scaling of R is observed (Figure 6b). After tmix, ε
no longer grows linearly54 and the rate of product formation
slows down. At longer times and for fully saturated conditions,
R is expected to decay in time as Fickian (i.e., R ∼ t−0.5).28

However, for unsaturated conditions, this decay is expected to
be slower than Fickian and it would reduce as Sw decreases, as
observed for 2D flows.29,34 Comparing different Sw values
(same Pe), tmix is reached earlier at Sw = 0.77 than at Sw = 1.00,
but a further reduction of Sw (i.e., 0.43) increases the mixing
time (Figure 6a and Table 2). An analogy of this inversion in
the trend can be found for conservative transport in
unsaturated porous media, where a higher value of dispersivity
and dispersion coefficient as saturation decreases is
observed.72,73 However, further observations indicate that
this relation is not monotonic, and the maximum dispersivity
and dispersion coefficient occur at intermediate saturation,
called critical saturation.74,75 While this has been explained by
some authors for being the saturation where the tortuosity has
its highest value, others argue the strong channeling effects in
both fully saturated and low-saturation cases, being less
significant at intermediate saturation values.76

The model overall gives a good agreement to our
observations (until breakthrough). Hence, the assumption of
linear stretching holds for spherical grains and the range of Pe
used based on the fact the shear is induced by the velocity
gradients between the no-slip boundary condition at the grain
walls and the maximum velocity at the pore center.77 We
hypothesize this assumption is also valid in unsaturated
conditions as shown below because the impact of the nonslip
condition at the liquid−gas interfaces on transport processes
has been recently demonstrated for being negligible.78,79 For a
given Pe, as Sw decreases, global reaction rate R can scale
slightly higher than t1.5 (Figure 6a). This can be explained by
the temporal evolution of s(t) and ε before breakthrough
(Figure 7). For 1 mm sized grains, s(t) decreases by
compression until it reaches a minimum after which it grows
diffusively. ε is the highest for Sw = 1, but slightly faster growth
is observed for Sw < 1 due to a higher shear rate γ (Figure 7a).

For the range of Pe and Sw explored, a constant gradient of
velocity results from shear deformation, which is characterized
by the transient mixing front strictly increasing linearly in time
even for low Sw. According to Rolle and Le Borgne,77 a strong
stretching regime (i.e., Pe′ > Da′) for the range of Pe and Da
studied here is always experienced by the mixing and reactive
front (Figure 7). We are able to characterize all of the results
(for different Pe and Sw) using linear stretching (ρ ∼ t1). This
also gives an insight into the permeability field of the domain:
between a moderate and strong heterogeneity field.25

The reactive lamella model (eq 2) reduces to three
parameters, s0, ε0, and γ, which can be evaluated as v̅/(a/
Sw). Based on these estimations and without any other further
fitting, the model provides a reasonable estimate of the global
reaction rate in both fully and partially saturated conditions
over the range of Pe investigated by taking into account the
incomplete mixing at the pore scale.

4.3. Saturation Control on Reaction Extinction. Once
breakthrough occurs, there is still a reaction happening within
the system due to incomplete mixing.23,80,81 As saturation
decreases, it takes longer for the reaction to completely
extinguish (see Figure 6). The presence of nonwetting phase O
increases the volume fraction of the wetting fluid with low
velocities, i.e., stagnation zone. This promotes further reaction
with the creation of concentration gradients between the high-
velocity regions or preferential paths and the low-velocity
regions. In some cases, the consumption of the resident
reactant can take place only by diffusion.18,30 We define α as
the rate of reaction extinction. As depicted in Figure 6, α is the
slope of the reaction rate R tail calculated after breakthrough
has already taken place. Figure 8 compares α for both grain
sizes and all Pe values studied. α increases as Sw decreases. For
Sw = 1, increasing Pe (more than an order of magnitude, from
25 to 250) does not increase α by the same amount (Figure 8).
When Sw < 1, α increases by a similar order of magnitude
independently of the Pe. Thus, a higher Pe does not necessarily
lead to an increase in resilience of the reaction; it is in fact Sw
that is the main controller of how long a reaction lasts inside
the pore space.
We have demonstrated and quantified experimentally the

incomplete mixing at pore scale in 3D porous media and the
impact of the presence of an immiscible phase on it. The
mixing and reactive front have been depicted by a lamella-like

Figure 7. s(t) and ε (inset) evolution computed from the reactive lamella model (eqs 2−4) for the time experiment before breakthrough in (a) 1
mm sized grains and (b) 4 mm sized grains.
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topology. The front is advected and deformed by the
heterogeneous velocity field, being subjected to stretching
and folding, resulting in a competition between compression
(creation of concentration gradients) and diffusion (destruc-
tion of concentration gradients). Compared to the 2D case,28

we get a more stretched 3D reaction front, and an enhanced
reaction is expected due to the presence of helical flow
components and transverse mixing.82−84 However, the
mechanisms that control the dynamics remain the same,
having a similar temporal scaling for the stretching regime (R
∼ t1.5) and after the mixing time (R ∼ t0.5) under shear flows
and strong stretching conditions.77 This is the first time in our
knowledge that the lamella-based theory is used for reactive
transport in partially saturated porous media in 3D and has
been successfully validated. At the scale of applications,
although the fringes of the plumes are considered reaction
hotspots,85−87 subsurface environments are in general poorly
mixed.88 For instance, the initial response (at early times) can
be crucial in understanding biogeochemical processes in
unsaturated soils. While we considered a fast reaction
compared to the transport in a small domain, such reactions
are relatively common in natural environments.89 These
findings have implications for the understanding and upscaling
of reactive transport in a variety of applications.
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